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Abstract

The argument surrounding under-dense vs. over-dense radar meteors has raged for decades. Here we consider the head-echo case by noting that the two limiting regimes for the same radar (scattering) cross-section (RCS) are each easily described. We give a synopsis of scattering from a perfectly conducting (PC) sphere that represents the manifestly over-dense limit. We contrast this with coherent (in-phase) scattering from an ensemble of N electrons all located within a ~1/4-wavelength diameter volume containing the meteoroid. Note that N is the absolute minimum number of electrons yielding a given RCS and that the continuum of equal RCS electron distributions leading to the PC-sphere all require more electrons and thus higher energy to assemble. Here we find the loci of equal RCS for these two limiting cases at three wavelengths—70 cm, 1.29 m, and 6 m—corresponding to the Arecibo Observatory (AO), EISCAT_3D, and Jicamarca Radio Observatory (JRO) radars, respectively. We also plot on each of these curves the location of a single-pulse (unaveraged), 100 km range, SNR=1 event. In all cases the over-dense (Rayleigh scatter) meteor would correspond to an improbably large object while the number of electrons, N, yielding the same RCS is reasonable. Invoking Occam's Razor, we conclude that the vast majority of head-echo radar meteors are under-dense. This conclusion is important to many aspects of meteoroid physics including mass flux determinations as N is relatively easy to link to meteoroid mass. This remains largely true when meteoroid inhomogeneity and fragmentation are considered.

1. Introduction

Theory and observation each inform the other. Here we attempt to examine the radar meteor head-echo "origins" assumptions by considering the limiting cases and by emphasizing the continuum of largely indistinguishable possibilities between these limits. We relate these results to theoretical modeling of plasma production by an ablat ing meteoroid and FDTD solutions for the RCS of the resultant over-dense head-echoing region [1-4]. Immediate assumptions in these modeling results include symmetry (except for B-field effects) of the plasma along the trajectory axis of the meteoroid and that the extent of the head-echo plasma surrounding the meteoroid is of order of the local atmospheric mean free path (MFP). Also, the meteoroid is taken to be a single homogenous solid (or melt) that simply ablates. That is, fragmentation is necessarily excluded from consideration.

The only information we have from single frequency radar is the meteor head-echo RCS (which is very difficult to measure on an absolute basis) and delay-Doppler information along with any pointing information that locates the event on the sky. Here we, in essence, reverse engineer this limited knowledge to determine what other information, if any, can be gleaned from these events. For now, we assume that the radar meteor head-echo is slowly varying from pulse-to-pulse and that it exhibits no intra-pulse structure that would point to fragmentation [5-8]. We further assume that the underdense head-echo derives from Coherent Scattering from N electrons (CSN limit) in the immediate vicinity of the meteoroid and that are traveling with the meteoroid. At the other limit we consider Rayleigh (overdense) scattering from the surface electrons in the solid (perfectly conducting) meteoroid body. We consider the implications of both limits, and the continuum of indistinguishable intermediate states, all of which produce the same RCS. We arrive at the conclusion that the CSN limit is the most likely explanation for observed head-echoes [9, 10].

Note that the above head-echo scenario parallels that of a classical under-dense meteor trail where the net RCS is derived from coherent scattering, over about two Fresnel zones, from the train of equally-illuminated electrons [10]. Also note that as the spatial distribution of electrons widens to many wavelengths in three-dimensions, interference effects become dominant with ionospheric incoherent scattering, exhibiting very small bulk RCS, as one outcome. The absence of a trail-echo for most head-echo events is another outcome.

We begin by reviewing the radar (back) scattering cross-sections from both a PC-sphere and in the CSN limit (Sections 2 & 3). In Section 4 we concisely derive the simplest monostatic radar equation. In Section 5 we directly compare the number of coherently scattering electrons yielding the same RCS as a PC-sphere as we vary sphere radius. We also directly compare the implied parameters of radar meteor head-echo events observed at 100 km range by the AO, JRO, and EISCAT_3D radars. This is followed by the Discussion and the Conclusions.
2. Scattering from a PC Sphere

Consider a perfectly conducting sphere of radius $a \ll \lambda$=radar wavelength. Then the Rayleigh backscatter (monostatic) radar scattering cross-section ($RCS=\sigma_{bs}$; m$^2$) is (see Section 11.8 of Balanis [11])

$$\sigma_{bs} = \frac{9 \lambda^2}{4 \pi} \left( \frac{2 \pi a}{\lambda} \right)^6$$

Eqn (1) approximates the LHS of the Figure 1 full-analytic-solution plot—parameter definitions are given in the Fig. 1 caption. The full-range RCS for a PC sphere is given in Balanis and elsewhere.

Figure 1. Normalized Radar scattering Cross-Section (RCS) of a perfectly conducting (PC) sphere in the Rayleigh, Mie, and optical regions where $a$=radius of sphere & $\lambda$=probing wavelength. The red line approximates both the Mie and optical regions above the first normalized RCS = 1 point which occurs at $2\pi a/\lambda=0.592724$. The full range analytic solution is given by Balanis [11] eqn. 11-247.

The Mie/optical scattering case for which normalized-RCS $\approx 1$ (it oscillates about 1; see Figure 1) occurs over $2\pi a/\lambda \geq 0.592724$ in the full analytic solution. For this case, in comparing coherent scattering from N electrons with scattering from the PC sphere, we find simply that

$$\sigma_{bs} = \pi a^2 = 4\pi r_e^2 N^2$$

(2)

3. Electron Ensemble Coherent Scattering

Next we consider Coherent back-Scattering from an ensemble of N electrons (CSN) all located within a $\sim 1/4$-wavelength diameter volume. This is the full "underdense" case with all electrons equally illuminated. This assumption is readily tested. Note that this is the most "efficient" scattering case in that the minimum number of electrons (in an underdense configuration) yields a given RCS. The backscattering cross-section of a single electron is [12]

$$\sigma_{bs} = 4\pi r_e^2$$

(3)

where $r_e$= classical electron radius ($2.8179403267 \times 10^{-15}$ m). If all electrons backscatter in phase (the scattered E-fields add) then the total backscatter (power) cross-section is

$$\sigma_{bs} = 4\pi r_e^2 N^2$$

(4)

where no shadowing is considered [9,10].

4. The Monostatic Radar Equation

For transmitter power (Watts) $P_T$, gain G in the target direction, and range r, the Poynting flux magnitude is

$$|S(r)| = \frac{P_G}{4\pi r^2}$$

(5)

The total backscatter Poynting flux at the receiver is

$$|S_b(r)| = \frac{P_G}{4\pi r^2} \times \frac{\sigma_{bs}}{4\pi r^2}$$

(6)

The received power, assuming an impedance matched system, is $|S_b(r)| \times A_{eff}$ where effective area is

$$A_{eff} = \lambda G / 4\pi$$

Thus received power is

$$P_r = \frac{\lambda^2}{4\pi} \frac{P_G}{(4\pi r^2)^2} \sigma_{bs}$$

(7)

Assuming thermal noise only, the receiver noise level is

$$P_n = k_B T_{sys} BW$$

(8)

where $k_B$ = Boltzmann’s constant, $T_{sys}$ = system temperature, and BW is the sampled receiver noise bandwidth. Thus the signal-to-noise ratio is

$$SNR = \frac{P_r}{P_n}$$

(9)

5. Underdense vs. Overdense Scattering

In Figure 2 we plot the locus of equal RCS ($\sigma_{bs}$) for three radar wavelengths corresponding to AO, JRO, and EISCAT 3D. For this, we plot PC sphere radius (m) versus the number of coherent scattering electrons yielding the same RCS. That is, we find N by setting equations (1) and (4) equal until $2\pi a/\lambda \geq 0.592724$ is reached at which point we use equation (2). The equation (2) transition from Rayleigh to Mie/optical RCS is seen in the slope changes in the Figure 2 curves. We note again that the two limits expressed in Figure 2 bound a continuum of indistinguishable intermediate results. If meteoroid inhomogeneity and fragmentation are included, the possible electron distributions yielding the same instantaneous RCS is uncountably larger. Notice that relatively few CSN electrons produce the same RCS as a relatively large, in terms of meteoroid size, PC-sphere.

Next we explore the implications of the Figure 2 results with respect to the approximate minimum meteor event detectable using the AO, JRO, and EISCAT 3D radars. This comparison will also serve to inform the community on the relative sensitivities of these HPLA radars.
The AO 430 MHz (0.6972 meters wavelength) radar system has an SNR=1 for a 3.6 km radius PC-sphere at 100 km range for 1 MW transmitted and a system temperature of 100 K on a 1 MHz BW. We assume 61 dBi gain to average over array configurations. The PC-sphere result is a BIG particle—major space debris size. In practice, JRO system temperature varies from 4000 - 40,000 K depending on the galaxy. JRO full-array antenna gain is ~44 dBi with quarter array gain of ~38 dBi, and individual module gain of ~26 dB. Using full-array gain, JRO sees just N=1.551x10^{11} electrons with SNR=1 at 100 km range. If N is uniformly distributed into a λ/8 radius sphere, the resultant plasma frequency is 2.7 MHz.

**EISCAT 3D:** EISCAT 3D will operate at 233 MHz (1.287 m wavelength) and 5 MW transmit power—we use 1 MW here—with 43 dBi transmit/receive gain and a typical system temperature of 100 K. EISCAT 3D will ultimately include three identical receive stations; we consider only the monostatic case here. Under these parameters the SNR=1 instantaneous detection of a 100 km event is a 0.0172 meter radius PC-sphere or N=6.45x10^{11} electrons coherently scattering. If N is uniformly distributed into a λ/8 radius sphere, the resultant plasma frequency is 17.3 MHz.

### 6. Discussion

Recently radar meteor head-echo issues were examined using FDTD solutions to the Maxwell equations in the presence of plasma modeled via various electron (plasma frequency) distributions to find corresponding backscatter RCS values [1,4]. In this Marshall et al. [4] note that the head-echoing radar system is likely scaled according to local atmospheric mean-free-path (MFP). This conclusion is supported by Dimant & Oppenheim [2,3] who model the formation of the primary ablated particle region around the meteoroid and find, via a kinetic theory description of primary particle distribution and subsequent collisions with atmospheric molecules, the resultant ionization distribution. Both [3,4] note that the largest head-echo regions would form at the highest altitudes but that it is "improbable that a meteoroid could form a large, dense head echo (plasma) in the atmosphere" in this situation [1]. However, High-Altitude Radar Meteors (HARM) have been reported [13-15]. Note that HARMs, attributed to sputtering, produce an interesting situation where onset of the minimal ionization traveling with the meteoroid is contrasted with the size of the meteoroid needed to produce the same detectable RCS. This supports our primary contention that CSN (Coherent Scattering from N electrons) is likely the dominant source of the radar head-echo.

### 7. Conclusions

In comparing under- vs. over-dense meteor head-echo “formation” we find that the over-dense (Rayleigh scatter) meteor would correspond to an improbably large object (except for bolides) while the number of electrons, N, yielding the same RCS is reasonable. Invoking Occam's Razor, we conclude that the vast majority of head-echo radar meteors are under-dense. We further note that meteoroid inhomogeneity and fragmentation completely muddle attempts to model head-echo formation. In particular, any conclusion that the head-echo RCS is linked to mass is tenuous at best unless (underdense) CSN is true. That is, CSN does seem to relate RCS to meteoroid mass with fewer assumptions. The existence of...
High-Altitude Radar Meteors [13, 14, 15] seems to confirm this viewpoint. This conclusion is important to many aspects of meteoroid physics, not least, mass flux determinations.

Finally, it is important to emphasize that at constant RCS the CSN and PC -sphere head-echoes are indistinguishable from each other and from the continuum of intermediate states. Additionally the statement that, “Only a small volume of the dense plasma sufficiently close to the meteoroid contributes to the corresponding radar wave reflection.” [2], is not the case. All illuminated electrons contribute to the head-echo including those in the forming trail [10]. However scattering from those electrons outside of $\lambda/8$ radius tend to add incoherently (this is not traditional incoherent scattering). It does seem likely that a carefully calibrated EISCAT_3D can confirm, or deny, the transition between wavelength-dominated and MFP-dominated head-echo volume may statistically appear.
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